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AN OVERVIEW
A single-screen Theatre. A nightclub. A popular music venue. A youth center. A church. That’s the brief 

history of the Four Star Theatre. What was once a community gathering place in the Burton Heights 

neighborhood of Grand Rapids for decades, the Four Star Theatre, complete with its iconic recognizable 

marquee, found itself struggling.  It once seated nearly 1,000 patrons and operated primarily as a movie 

theatre before being converted to a music venue in the late 70’s, followed by twenty years of multiple 

conversions leading up to its last occupancy in 2007. Today, despite vandalism from decades of being 

vacant, one can still recognize the lobby’s original art deco design, sense the echoes of a 90’s dance club 

it once housed, and faintly hear the din of the diverse neighborhood activities it once hosted - movies, 

concerts, dancing and youth group activities.  The Burton Heights neighborhood the Theatre is nestled in 

was once a vibrant corridor that connected the south neighborhoods to downtown Grand Rapids via the 

South Division corridor. The emergence and popularity of US-131 in the 1960’s impacted businesses along 

the corridor, leading to disinvestment, and resulting in depressed property values, limited commercial 

activity, and almost nonexistent economic opportunity. Today the neighborhood is the melting pot of the 

city, densely populated with a truly diverse community.  And still, economic opportunity is lacking.

1938 — 
LET THE FUN BEGIN

KUNG FU, “CLUBBING,”  
JOAN JETT AND JOY

A CHURCH. AN EYESORE. 
AN OPPORTUNITY

It is time for the rebirth of the Four Star Theatre. Its past use informs us of the power it has to impact the 

community. Past investments in the building set the table to reclaim that power and use it to bring the 

community together, giving it a voice, and unlocking the potential that is brewing in one of the city’s most 

underserved neighborhoods.



THE OPPORTUNITY, MISSION, AND VISION

Two major community initiatives – The South 

Division Area Specific Plan and Division United 

- helped clarify and quantify those issues, and 

identify opportunities to create a better life for 

the residents of Burton Heights and the South 

Division Corridor.  Top priorities identified in these 

initiatives include a space for community events, 

more financial accessibility, and destinations that 

neighbors can walk, ride their bikes, or take a bus 

to.  This community needs cohesiveness.  It needs 

investment and opportunity.  It needs equitable 

development.  It needs a destination to gather 

and a place that helps put a stamp on its identity 

as a neighborhood diverse in its rich cultural 

heritage and artistic talent.  After participation in 

the community engagement efforts of the Area 

Specific Plan and Division United, it was with the 

needs of the community in mind that the Friends 

of Four Star nonprofit organization was formed in 

2019. Its  mission is to preserve and restore the 

Historic Four Star Theatre and promote its use as a 

cultural center for the arts that engages the diverse 

community of Grand Rapids, through the raising 

of funds, awareness, advocacy, education, and 

community-building activities.

In 2020, the Friends of Four Star enhanced this 

mission by defining the role it can play in the City 

after the doors are open and lights are on again, 

and with that the vision was set:  create a world-

class cultural arts venue with a community lens. A 

space that accommodates a wide variety of events 

which are built on partnerships and community 

connections. The Friends of Four Star intend to 

create an environment that draws neighbors in 

and is also capable of attracting visitors from all 

over the region with high quality events.  Success 

of this venture will be measured by the number 

of people who walk through its doors, and once 

again it will be up to 1,000 at a time.  Today, as 

a result of embracing a community lens for the 

project, the response from neighborhood residents 

and businesses to the Theatre project has been 

overwhelmingly positive. Residents and businesses 

recognize that a project like this can provide a 

platform to lobby for future neighborhood and 

community development improvements, such 

as streetscape beautification and traffic calming 

measures to create a more pleasant, walkable 

neighborhood.

In 2017, construction professional and historic preservation expert Marcus Ringnalda recognized the value 

that the building holds, and the potential it has.  This iconic art deco movie house that had last seen major 

investment 30 years ago to provide a safe haven for kids in a troubled neighborhood shouldn’t have been 

facing a wrecking ball—environmental hazards were removed; and structurally, it had a functioning roof, 

fire sprinklers, expanded bathroom capacity, and an electrical system capable of powering a night club. It 

wasn’t far from being reactivated with modern amenities to bring hundreds of people together again. At the 

same time, the lack of opportunity and investment in the neighborhood relative to other areas of the city 

was finally starting to draw attention.  



THE POSSIBILITIES

With intentional design, staffing, and programming support, the Friends of Four Star are planning to equip 

the building to host 200 events a year and 50,000 or more people walking through its doors annually - be 

it showcasing a performance by one of the many arts organizations in the region, or hosting a wedding, 

quinceanera, concert, fundraiser, or corporate event. Perhaps a coat or food drive for neighbors in need. 

Or, for nostalgia’s sake, how about a reunion show for Devo or Hall & Oates, both of whom played there 

in the 1970s/1980s when it was a booming music scene?  It will take time for the programming to reach 

this level of sustained operations, but at the same time the theatre will be a stabilizing presence in the 

neighborhood.  Four Star will create a reason for residents to stay rather than being drawn elsewhere 

looking for a better place to live.  It will be capable of showcasing world class talent within our city and far 

beyond, and also be an incubator for emerging artists from around the region.  The opportunities generated 

from creating a destination for thousands of neighbors and visitors alike will unify the community, create 

jobs, generate economic activity, and showcase the diversity and rich cultural heritage of the neighborhood 

and city as a whole.

Restoration of the Four Star Theatre will play a pivotal role in serving the needs of the immediate and 

surrounding community for years to come, operating as a world-class performance center and playing 

host to diverse programming. Its appeal will attract all segments of the melting pot community that Burton 

Heights has come to be known for, in addition to a wider, more regional audience. Potential opportunities at 

the Four Star are endless, but will consistent of:

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE OF LIVE MUSIC, VARIETY SHOWS,  
AND THE PERFORMING ARTS

CLASSIC CINEMA, ART, AND FOREIGN-LANGUAGE FILM

A PROFESSIONALLY STAFFED RENTAL VENUE FOR LOCALLY  
ORIGINATED ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTIONS AFFORDABLE MOVIE 

MOVIE SHOWINGS AND OTHER FORMS OF ENTERTAINMENT  
FOR NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILIES 

FACILITY RENTAL TO BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,  
AND INDIVIDUALS FOR MEETINGS, RECEPTIONS, AND CELEBRATIONS



Design and  
Construction

Furnishings and  
Equipment

It’s all about the theatre, and our highest costs are for 
the improvement of property itself.

Funds for sound, AV, security, concessions, and seating 
allow us to immediately activate the space.

Staffing, programming support, marketing, and capital 
reserves ensure the long term success of the theatre.

Operations

$ 3,000,000

$ 500,000

$ 1,500,000

On a yearly basisacross the community*

Full Time or Equivalent  
created through  

the Theatre*

Generated revenue 
for state and local 

governments*

*Estimated by the League of Historic American Theatres for similar sized areas

$1.4 MILLION TO 200 EVENTS WITH~65 JOBS ~$190,000

CAMPAIGN 
KICKOFF

FRIENDS  & 
FAMILY

PRIVATE 
PHASE

PUBLIC 
PHASE

START 
CONSTRUCTION

OPEN FOR 
OPERATIONS

HOUSEHOLD INCOMES 50,000+ VISITORS

CAMPAIGN SCALE

EXPECTED RESULTS + IMPACT

CAMPAIGN MILESTONES



THE FRIENDS OF FOUR STAR’S VISION IS  

NOW IN ACTION

FOURSTARGR.COM
T H E  F O U R  STAR  T H E AT R E  N E E D S  YO U . 

Since this latest chapter of the Theatre began, the vision behind its restoration espoused a “equitable 

development” approach — one driven by a robust community engagement process, complementing existing 

businesses and resulting in the kind of investment that is best for the neighborhood. The Theatre’s end goal 

is simple: bringing neighborhood residents together, attracting visitors from surrounding communities, and 

building a better sense of community cohesion and economic opportunity in the neighborhood.  Creating a 

world-class venue with a community-minded focus is how this will be accomplished.

The Four Star Theatre will be a self-sustaining, mission-driven venue designed to serve and empower 

the neighborhood with its programming, hiring, and community-building efforts.  It will also be uniquely 

positioned to host up to 1,000 people at a time to help sustain itself and serve that mission. This is the 

right project at the right time for Grand Rapids.  The time for this project is now. Join us.  

Visit fourstargr.com and do your part for what’s next. 

The history of the Theatre will not be ignored, but rather embraced, as we partner, first and foremost, with 

the local community, the City of Grand Rapids and any individuals and organizations who understand and 

support our vision.  Join us on this journey, think of how your favorite movie theatre or concert venue made 

you feel, or how much fun you had at that historic place for that wedding reception, quinceanera, or other 

special celebration. That is the Theatre’s destination.

The time is now for this unifying initiative that people have been waiting for. The potential we  initially 

recognized has become evident to others in the community and is beginning to materialize in various forms:

development of collaboration among key 
groups, including local businesses, local  
artists and municipalities; 

interest from donors; 

attracting the attention of elected officials; 

clean up efforts of the Theatre’s interior;

dozens of tours with enthusiastic  
supporters from all walks of life;

and collaboration with architecture  
students to explore design ideas  
for the building


